
Sew Advent Calendar
Instructions No. 1837
 Difficulty: Beginner
 Working time: 2 Hours

Christmas traditionally includes a Advent Calendar. What pleases children and adults more, if it is also designed and filled by themselves.
This Advent Calendar-idea is also suitable for sewing beginners. With your desired fabrics and decorations it will be an eye-catcher in your
home. Or you give it away and make the presentee shine!

Print it out for free Pattern and transfer it twice for each cap to the respective fabrics. In our example we have chosen a Christmas fabric as outer fabric and a
plain grey fabric as inner fabric. Cut the motif with 1cm seam allowance. Now sew the fur ribbon onto the outer fabric with a narrow edge. Sew it on at the only
bottom and place it under the seam allowance. The next step is to sew on the buttons. 

Now fold them all Fabric cuts right sides together and sew the sides together. Now the christmas fabric of our outer cap is inside, so the fur band is also
inside. Turn the inside caps, in our case the plain caps. Now place your inner cap into the outer cap. In our example we put the plain fabric cap into the
Christmas fabric cap. The two caps are now sewn together at the top. An opening is left for turning! After turning, your inner cap is now in the outer cap. The
turning opening is sewn up by hand. 

Finally, the pendants are punched out and the numbers are painted on. They are hung on the buttons with a piece of jute cord. For hanging up one or Cord one
is sewn Ribbon behind the caps. Knot the ends into a loop.

https://www.vbs-hobby.nl/en/fabric-package-noel-westfalenstoffe-a212903/
https://www.vbs-hobby.nl/en/cotton-fabric-uni-mouse-grey-fabrics-by-the-meter-a13013/
https://www.vbs-hobby.nl/en/100-g-wooden-buttons-mix-in-4-sizes-vbs-wholesale-package-a86431/
https://www.vbs-hobby.nl/en/craft-punch-circle-toothed-3-8cm-a80098/


Are you looking for more great ideas for the Christmas season? You will
certainly find them

here!

Dear sewer, as fabrics are seasonal goods and we always want to have trendy fabrics in stock for you, it can happen that the sewn fabric is no longer in our
range.

In our fabric section you will find a large selection of great fabrics. Click here to discover all the fabrics.

Article number Article name Qty
418096-01 VBS Faux fur ribbonWhite 1
291668-01 Jute cord "Basic"Creame 1
762410 Pigma Micron case, set of 3 1
133050 VBS Hole puncher 1

Article information:

https://www.vbs-hobby.com/ideen-und-anleitungen/?saison=weihnachten__und__winter&o=neu
https://www.vbs-hobby.nl/en/fabrics-and-sewing-accessories/fabrics-a-z/
https://www.vbs-hobby.nl/en/fabrics-and-sewing-accessories/fabrics-a-z/
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